INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
SNAP Retro-fit Collars

Floor/Ceiling

INTUMESCENT COLLARS

SPRING COLLARS

32R
50R
63R

65-80R
110R

LP50R
LP65R
LP80R
LP100R

LP100R-B
LP100R-D
HP100R
HP150R

LP200R
HP250R-B
HP315R
HP400R

IMPORTANT The intumescent sleeve must not be altered or tampered with.

1

Install the service as required.

2

Inspect the collar to make sure it has not been damaged in
transit and all components are present. Wrap the collar around
the pipe and close using the clasps. Slide the collar to the
underside of the slab/ceiling.

(i) Stackwork Pipes
Appropriate
Seal

3

Drill pilot holes for the fasteners and secure the collar to the slab
using an approved fixing. Refer to INS-FI-XX
(www.snapcollars.com.au). For the HP250R-B, HP315R and
HP400R collars, min 5mmx30mm Steel Screw Bolts must be
used to fix the collar to the slab.
N.B The collar must be installed externally to the slab and
in the orientation in which it has been manufactured.

(ii) Floor Waste and Shower Systems

4

If a pipe fitting is to be located in the body of the collar
please check the relevant product page on our website
(www.snapcollars.com.au), to ensure that the appropriate
testing has been undertaken. Installation of retro-fit collars
remains consistent for both (i) stackwork pipes and (ii) floor
waste and shower systems.

SNAP Fire Systems Pty Ltd
Building A, 1343 Wynnum Road
Tingalpa QLD 4173
Phone 1300 76 46 26
www.snapcollars.com.au

Bedding

Puddle flange

Spring arms
facing down
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
SNAP Retro-fit Collars

Walls

INTUMESCENT COLLARS

SPRING COLLARS

32R
50R
63R

65-80R
110R

LP50R
LP65R
LP100R-D
HP100R

HP150R
LP200R
HP250R-B
HP315R

IMPORTANT The intumescent sleeve must not be altered or tampered with.

1

Mark the planned penetration centre point on the wall. Using
an appropriate tool, cut a hole close to, but slightly larger in
diameter than the penetrating service.

2

Install pipe through the wall. If required, seal the gap between
the pipe and the wall with a bead of appropriate sealant.
N.B Do not put any sealant inside the collar.

3

Inspect the collar to make sure it has not been damaged in
transit and all components are present. Wrap the collar around
the pipe and close using the clasps. Slide the collar to the wall.
The edges of the penetration should not extend past the outer
collar wall. If a pipe fitting is to be located in the body of the
collar, please check the relevant product page on our website
(www.snapcollars.com.au), to ensure the appropriate testing has
been undertaken prior to installation.

(i)

(i)

4

(ii)

For Standard Retro-fit Collars up to the HP150R

Fasten the collar to the wall through each bracket hole using
approved fixings. Refer to INS-FI-XX (www.snapcollars.com.au).
(ii)

For Large Retro-fit Collars (LP200R, HP250R and HP315R)

Fasten the collar to the wall through each bracket hole using
8mm threaded rod and M8 nuts and washers
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